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Objective: Ensure that governments develop 
robust frameworks for the governance of 
critical risks and their resilience to major shocks

Adopted by the OECD Ministers in May 2014 

Contribution to international debate

The OECD Recommendation on the 

governance of critical risks 

1. A holistic approach to risk management 

2. Risk assessment, foresight, financing framework

3. Whole-of-society approach to prevention

4. Strategic crisis management

5. Transparency, accountability, improvement 
Source: OECD  (2014), Recommendation of the Council on the Governance of Critical Risks



« Establish and promote a comprehensive, all-hazards 
and trans-boundary approach to country risk 
governance to serve as the foundation for enhancing 
national resilience and responsiveness»

Principle 1: A holistic approach to risk 

management 

• National strategy for governance of critical risks 

• Leadership, roles and responsibility

• Whole-of-government – aligning priorities

• Whole-of-society - PPP



« To demonstrate transparency and accountability in risk-
related decision making by incorporating good governance 
practices and continuously learning from experience and 
science »

• Transparency and accountability in risk management 
decisions, based on knowledge and communication

• Trade-offs decision informed by the full risk portfolio

• Feedback mechanisms and continuous improvements

 Fostering trust in government and in 
public institutions

Principle 5: Good governance in risk 

decision-making



• Engineering and “hard sciences”

• Economics

• Behavioural sciences

• Political science

 Dealing with a set of imperfections

Understanding and Managing Risks

Need for Multidisciplinary approaches



• What is “government” ? 

– Role of the centre of government

– Capacity for coordination and for promoting holistic vision

– Fragmented approaches across departments and across levels 
of government 

• Fostering a better understanding of the “functions of 
government”:

• Realities of political life

Understanding gaps in risk Governance



Existence of a Lead National 

Institution 2016

Note: Total responding countries 30/30 (N/A refers to countries that do not have a national strategy.
Source: Survey on the governance of critical risks
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Functions of the lead institution

Note: Total responding countries 29/34. 
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Mechanisms are used for engaging 

national and sub-national stakeholders
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Town hall meetings open to citizens

Online consultations

Social media platforms

Public comment periods managed by government departments

Conferences/workshops with participation from interest groups
and NGOs

National workshops with government officials

Ad hoc conferences with experts

Number of countries

Note: Total responding countries 25/30.
Source: Survey on the governance of critical risks



Tools for risk anticipation

Note: Total responding countries 30/30.
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The conduct of horizon scanning exercises

The conduct of research on the inter-linkages between different types of critical risks

The conduct of research on emerging risks

The carrying out of a National Risk Assessment

The conduct of local risk assessments

The conduct of emergency response exercises

Number of countries



How results of risk anticipation 

efforts are used by policy makers
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To inform tactical decisions

To prioritize government actions aimed at risk treatment

To inform strategic policy decisions

To develop specific training exercises

To inform the public about impending risks

Number of countries

Note: Total responding countries 30/30.



Information used for the assessment 

of critical risks available to the public

Note: Note: Total responding countries 33/34. Several countries did not respond, saying either that 
this is confidential information or that the information was not available.



Learning from experience

Note: Note: Total responding countries 23/30. Several countries did not respond, saying either that 
this is confidential information or that the information was not available.

Post disaster evaluations of DRM policies 87 % of countries

Communicating the results of the evaluation
to the public 

72 % of countries

Using results from evaluations in the design 
and update of DRM policies

74 % of countries 

Support for scientific research to improve
policies for DRM management

83 % of countries
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